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Some Fields Are Better Than Others
Several key TRIZ trends point towards the use of ‘fields’. Accordingly, ‘fields’ will ultimately
deliver fundamentally more ideal solutions than solutions based on mechanical or fluidic
technologies. ‘The field always wins’ is thus a pretty good heuristic when thinking about
the evolution of any kind of technical system. The word ‘field’ though is sufficiently generic
to leave open considerable doubt as to what the specific field solution to a given problem
might be. At the moment, the best we can do to help guide someone to know which field is
the more appropriate for the job at hand is to present a check-list – Figure 1.
Type of Field
Mechanical
Hydraulic/Pneumatic
Thermal
Pressure
Electrical

Chemical
Biological
Magnetic
Weak Nuclear Attraction
Strong Nuclear Attraction
Optical
Acoustic
Olfactory

Sub-categories
Gravitational, Frictional, Inertial, Centrifugal,
Coriolis, Tension, Elasticity, Compression, Reaction,
Vibration
Hydrostatic, Hydrodynamic, Aerostatic,
Aerodynamic, Surface Tension
Conduction, Convection, Radiation, Static
Temperature Gradient, Total Temperature Gradient,
Expansion, Insulation
Static Pressure, Total Pressure, Static Pressure
Gradient, Total Pressure Gradient, Buoyancy, Lift,
Magnus, Vacuum, Supersonic Shock Wave
Electrostatic, Electrodynamic, Electrophoretic,
Alternating, Inductive, Electromagnetic,
Capacitative, Piezo-electric, Rectification,
Transformation
Oxidation, Reduction, Diffusion, Dissolution,
Combustion, Combination, Transformation,
Electrolytic, Endothermic, Exothermic
Enzyme, Photosynthesis, Catabolic, Anabolic,
Osmotic, Reproductive, Decay, Fermentation
Static, Alternating, Ferro-magnetic, Electro-magnetic
Reflection, Refraction, Diffraction, Interference,
Polarisation, IR, visible, UV
Sound, Ultrasound

Figure 1: Check-List Of ‘Field’ Types (from Hands-On Systematic Innovation)

Fortunately this list is both relatively short and partially segmented in order to speed the
search for relevant field possibilities for a given application. Beyond that, however, there is
little guidance that can help determine which field might be ‘better’ than any other for such
specific applications. The aim of this article is to begin a discussion aimed at answering
such questions. Central to the issue of ‘best’ is a desire to explore whether there are
objective ways to determine whether one type of field has inherent advantages over
another.
Because this is a pretty big topic, the discussion here is going to be limited solely to
electromagnetic fields. The general idea behind focusing on a relatively small part of the
overall field menu is threefold: first, the electromagnetic spectrum gives us some of the
most frequently used fields in human engineered technical systems; second, because we
are surrounded by ‘free’ electromagnetic fields or can easily generate them, they tend to
be more ideal than many of the other listed field types; and then third, is the hope that
some of the generic principles we might uncover for electromagnetic fields might also be
generalized later on to encompass other types of field.
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The basic electromagnetic spectrum then is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Electromagnetic Spectrum With Examples (from www.sura.org)

The spectrum is typically defined as a range of either wavelength or frequency. The
relationship between the two, obviously, being that wavelength multiplied by frequency
equals the speed of light. Thus high frequency waves are associated with short
wavelengths and vice versa.
As we scan across the spectrum looking at differences between the two ends it quickly
becomes apparent that the high frequency/short wavelength (right hand) end of the
spectrum gives rise to applications that are distinctly different from the low frequency/long
wavelength (left) end. In general terms, what we see is that the left hand end of the
spectrum gives rise to applications where waves are required to travel long distances,
while on the right hand end, we see relatively short penetration distances, but with high
rates of energy dissipation.
So, if we are looking to transmit, say, a radio signal, then choosing a low frequency, long
wavelength is a good thing to do. On the other hand if we want to obtain a very accurate
image of the workings of the human brain we need a field capable of first penetrating the
skull and then being able to accurately distinguish between different special positions.
High wavelength radio waves and high frequency x-rays are, in other words, inherently
more ideal for different roles.
By ‘inherently more ideal’ we need to recognize that it is possible to add elements to
systems that will in turn allow us to alter their frequency and wavelength characteristics.
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Every time we add something to a system, though, we know we have just made it less
ideal. The ideal wave-type for a given application is thus – theoretically at least – the one
whose natural (‘self’) characteristics are best suited to the task at hand.
There, then, is our general electromagnetic field selection rule – work out what function
you are trying to perform, then choose the wavelength field that most closely fits the ideal
for that function.
Matters are rarely that simple of course and other circumstances may drive us to other
solutions that are ‘less ideal’ according to the above definition. We once worked, for
example, for a small high technology start-up company who had perfected an automatic
navigation, guidance and logistics system for a container port based on radar technology.
Now container ports are generally speaking quite large – covering several hectares – and
so, according to Figure 2, football field type wavelengths would seem appropriate. At the
same time it is also necessary that as individual containers are maneuvered around the
port they do not bump into each other. ‘Avoiding collisions’ requires millimeter or close to
millimeter accuracy. With this in mind, radar starts to look like a very sensible choice. Alas,
however, the technical personnel at the company were all experts in radar technology and
not GPS.
While GPS might not be the best choice to make from an accuracy perspective (the
accuracy of our sat-nav systems has increased over time essentially as a result of adding
more satellite signals (and hence complexity) to the system), they are becoming
ubiquitous. Once the satellites are in place, in other words, new users get to use the
information they provide for ‘free’. In this way things like GPS can very quickly become
‘locked-in’ solutions that ‘more ideal’ ones subsequently find it impossible to displace. For
the radar company – now thankfully shifted to another business by the way – even though
they had a potentially more ideal field, the complexities and timescales of implementing
that field made the overall ideality of the system (benefits divided by costs and harms)
made its contextual ideality lower.
Overall conclusion: all else being equal the technical selection of ‘the most ideal’ field will
be driven by matching of the inherent characteristics of the field and the job at hand. All
else being unequal, a ‘free’ and ‘now’ field will more often than not beat the ‘perfect’ one.
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The Difference Between What We Think
And How We Think
Following the growing interest in the role of Spiral Dynamics in helping to unravel complex
people problems, and our own experiences in demonstrating its power, this article seeks
to resolve one of the biggest areas of confusion regarding what the Spiral model is trying
to tell us about how people think. The issue centres round the differences between how
we think and what we think about.
A useful first step along the road to understanding the significance of the what-versus-how
distinction comes from the original Clare Graves way of defining the Spiral (Reference 1).
Graves was always careful to state that a person’s thinking state was driven by a
combination of what was happening inside their brain and the external life conditions in
which they found themselves. With this in mind, Graves rarely if ever referred to the
different thinking states as ‘Level 3’ or ‘Feudal’, but rather as letter pairs. When we talk
about the thinking Levels or their descriptor words we are typically referring to a person’s
internal mind state. In Graves view, however, true ‘Feudal’ (Level 3) thinking required both
a Level 3 internal mindset and Level 3 external life conditions. Graves referred to these as
‘P’ and ‘C’ respectively. Thus true Level 3, ‘Feudal’ thinking, Graves argues, should more
rightly be described as ‘CP’ thinking. Perhaps because it is simpler, much of the modern
day Spiral Dynamics community has decided that the single word, single colour, single
label descriptors make it easier for people to grasp the important concepts of the method.
‘Feudal’, in other words, is more memorable and easier to understand than ‘CP’.
We will nevertheless switch to the more abstract two-letter model for the remainder of this
article as it allows us to better answer our what-how dilemma. Figure 1 illustrates the
various letter-pair descriptors used by Graves for the different thinking states:
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Figure 1: Spiral Profile Builds From Internal And External Conditions
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What we’ve also done in this picture is divided the ‘internal’ and ‘external’ states into the
two axes of a matrix. This is something that Graves never did. We’ve found it to be useful
– perhaps because TRIZ tells us that matrices can do useful things for us – in helping to
visualize and make use of the internal-external differences.
The leading diagonal in the matrix, and the letter-pair combinations that describe the
different boxes – AN, BO, CP, DQ, etc – describe states of what we might think of as
‘minimum dissonance’. Someone whose natural (‘nodal’) thinking state is Orange
(‘Scientific’), Level 5, ‘R’, for example, will feel most comfortable when they are in ‘E’ type
external conditions. ‘R’ thinkers, we know from previous discussions of Spiral Dynamics,
are strongly driven by ‘self gain, but calculatedly’ (Figure 2). Put this person in an ‘E’
environment where others are driven by the same motivations – e.g. put that person inside
the management structure in most companies in the West – and, while the person may be
unhappy, they will at least be comfortable that they understand ‘the rules of the game’.
P

“express self impulsively at any cost”

3

Q

“deny/sacrifice self now for reward later”

4

R

“express self for self-gain but calculatedly”

5

S

“deny/sacrifice now to get acceptance now”

6

T

“express self with concern for others, but not at the expense of others”

7

Figure 2: Gravesian Summaries Of The Primary Internal Thinking Modes At The Main Spiral Levels

Put that same ‘R’ thinker in a different set of life conditions, however, and dissonance will
emerge. The boxes in the Figure 1 matrix that deviate from the leading diagonal help to
explain such dissonance. Figure 3, for example, indicates the dissonant state a naturally
‘R’ thinker might find themselves in if they go, say, to a football match (Y), or their local
church (X).
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Figure 3: Cognitive Dissonance Between ‘R’ Thinker and ‘B’ or ‘D’ External Conditions
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Football matches tend to be strongly ‘Tribal’, thinking Level 2 events. The nodal football
match condition consists of an ‘O’ thinking tribe in a ‘B’ environment. An ‘R’ thinker, as
with any other thinking style, is still likely to go and visit a football match. Their ‘R’-state
motivation for so doing is likely to be something along the lines that going to the football
match will be a good networking opportunity, or an opportunity to show that they have the
wherewithal to obtain tickets to a game that is sold out and to which, therefore, only the
elite few were able to attend. The only time this ‘R’ thinker will get in trouble is if they start
behaving in an ‘R’ way amongst the ‘O’ crowd (i.e. there is now the dissonant state shown
by box ‘Y’ in the figure). What we have the start of here, then, is an example of the key
differences between how we think and what we think about.
In the main Spiral Dynamics book (Reference 2) they describe these differences in terms
of ‘memes’ and ‘v-memes’. Going to the football match or going to church is a ‘meme’; our
motivation for doing those things relates to a higher level ‘v-meme’. Meme’s describe what
we think; ‘v-memes’ describe our primary motivations, or how we think.
In a vein similar to the football match, the box marked ‘X’ in Figure 3 describes the
dissonant state that exists when our ‘R’ thinker visits the local church – a typically very ‘D’,
Blue or ‘Order’ oriented establishment. Many people will visit their local church or temple
(a ‘church’ meme), but their motivation for so doing may be very different according to
their internal thinking models (their ‘v-meme’s). Table 1 offers an example to show that
people can do similar things (‘what we think’) for very different (‘how we think’) reasons.
Internal Thinking Mode
‘O’ Tribal
‘P’ Feudal
‘Q’ Order
‘R’ Scientific
‘S’ Communitarian
‘T’ Holarchy

I go to church because…
‘bad things will happen to me if I don’t’
‘it’s an opportunity for me to tell people what I think’
‘it is everybody’s duty to go to church’
‘my boss/friends will think better of me’
‘it gives me a chance to hear new perspectives’
‘it is interesting to watch how people behave in formal settings’

Table 1: Same Action; Different Underlying ‘How We Think’ Reasons

We can make a similar table of reasoning for just about any other combination of thinking
modes and life situations we might be able to imagine. The key point in thinking about any
such scenarios is the recognition again that ‘what’ we think and ‘how’ we think are two
different things. Tribal thinkers go to football matches because, in their minds, ‘their team
needs them’; the scientific thinker goes for the afore-mentioned networking or status
reasons; the ‘order’ thinker goes because, for example, ‘their father used to take them and
that’s what we do on Saturday afternoons’; and so on.
One of the things this dissonance between internal mind state and external life condition
helps to remind us about is the highly dynamic nature of the Spiral. Our external life
conditions in particular can be extremely dynamic – from getting up in the morning, to
getting the kids ready, dropping them off at school, then driving to the office we may have
passed through three or four different external states in the space of less than an hour.
The smart thinker adjusts their internal thinking to match the external environment. There
is as little chance that showing a Gantt chart to a five-year old child will encourage them to
get dressed faster than there is in impressing the teachers at the local school when you
turn up in a bigger, more expensive car than the other parents. Smart thinkers, in other
words, adapt their internal thinking style to the prevailing condition. Put another way, smart
thinkers get nodal.
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Humour – Tree Stump
Anyone that has ever attempted to remove the stump of an overgrown tree in their garden
will know how difficult the job can be. Roots can go down almost as far as the tree goes
up. Finally, though, some bright tree surgeon has come up with this cunning solution:

We wonder, does this count as an example of Principle 22? Or maybe 35? Or how about
(bigger stretch) 30?
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Patent of the Month – Synthetic Vision

“Consider the predicament of a helicopter pilot flying in darkness or low-visibility weather
conditions. Equipped with conventional navigation systems today's pilot is forced to fly slowly and
find a way through the murk.”

So begins the background description in this month’s patent of the month. US7,352,292
was granted on April 1 this month to inventors from Nav3D, a Stanford University spin-out
organization. Two of the inventors have a long and illustrious background developing GPS
systems for the likes of Garmin. Now they find themselves operating in the real-time threedimensional synthetic vision display of sensor-validated terrain data domain.

The invention disclosure continues:
“Perhaps the helicopter has a modern global positioning system (GPS) receiver on board coupled
to a "moving map" display. This system shows the position of the aircraft as a symbol on a twodimensional electronic map. It provides the same type of situational awareness that the pilot could
achieve using a paper map, although much more easily and accurately.
Conventional moving maps do not show altitude above the ground, however. Rapid progress is
being made in developing maps that change color as height over the ground changes, but while
these systems offer an improvement in situational awareness, they are more suited for avoiding a
mountain range than for threading one's way between peaks.
Radar altimetry is an example of an active sensor for detecting height above terrain. A radar
altimeter emits radio waves and times how long they take to return to the aircraft after reflecting off
the ground. The time delay is converted into distance. Radar altimeters are often used as a
numerical aid during a precision approach to a runway. Radar altimeters have limited range,
generally point straight down, and offer only one data point for each aircraft position. Radar, lidar
and other types of ranging sensors can give a pilot a reasonable "picture" of objects in his
immediate vicinity. However, skill and experience are needed to interpret radar images.
A new approach to vehicle control in low visibility is being developed. The concept is to replace the
view a pilot sees out his cockpit window, i.e. his conventional vision, with Synthetic Vision, a threedimensional perspective view of the outside world rendered on artificial display. Synthetic Vision
uses computer graphics to show terrain and man-made objects in the same position, orientation
and perspective as they would appear if one were looking at them on a bright, clear day.
Of course, the Synthetic Vision system has to "know" where the terrain is and also where the
aircraft is. For example, GPS sensors and micro-electromechanical gyroscopes and
accelerometers are often used to obtain the position and spatial orientation ("attitude") of an
aircraft. The location of terrain and objects on the ground is stored in a database that contains
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latitude, longitude and altitude (e.g. height above mean sea level) information for the ground,
buildings, towers, etc. Clearly the utility of a Synthetic Vision system depends critically on the
accuracy and precision of its database.
One source of terrain data for Synthetic Vision is the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
which employed a specially modified radar system that flew onboard the Space Shuttle Endeavour
during an 11-day mission in February, 2000. The mission obtained elevation data on a global scale
to generate a nearly complete high-resolution digital topographic database of Earth. NASA has
released version 2 of the SRTM digital topographic data (also known as the "finished" version). For
regions outside the United States the new data set is sampled at 3 arc-seconds, which is 1/1200th
of a degree of latitude and longitude, or about 90 meters (295 feet).
Version 2 is the result of a substantial editing effort by the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
and exhibits well-defined water bodies and coastlines and the absence of spikes and wells (single
pixel errors), although some areas of missing data (`voids`) are still present. Therefore, while the
SRTM provides an excellent baseline it is still imperative that Synthetic Vision databases be
checked for accuracy before pilots depend on them for terrain clearance.
Researcher Maqarten Uijt de Haag has disclosed a database validation system that involves
comparing radar altimeter measurements, GPS altitude and a terrain database to find places
where the database is inaccurate or unreliable. The altitude of the airplane is measured by GPS
and the radar altitude. The difference in those two altitudes should be equal to the terrain elevation
stored in the database. If the system finds a significant difference then a warning signal is sent to
the pilot. This approach serves the function of monitoring the accuracy and reliability of the terrain
database, but it does not update the database with the sensor measurements or morph the terrain
skin shown to the pilot in real time on a Synthetic Vision display.
Suppose that an elevation database is available for the area in which the rescue helicopter
mentioned earlier is flying. In low visibility conditions a Synthetic Vision display showing a threedimensional computer graphic depiction of nearby terrain would be very valuable. But what level of
database reliability does the pilot require in order to believe that when his Synthetic Vision shows
no obstacles, there really is nothing out there?
Alternatively, suppose the helicopter is equipped with radar, lidar, or generically, any kind of
ranging sensor. Such a system can display images of the outside world as built up from real-time
ranging measurements. Although radar systems are helpful, they have fundamental limitations.
First of all, radar shows an image of what it sees at the moment, but it doesn't remember what it
saw before. The radar transmitter must be pointed in the direction one wants to see. Also, radar
does not see around a corner in a valley, or over a ridge. Finally, radar necessarily involves the
transmission of high power electromagnetic energy which may be detected by an enemy; or worse
provides a homing signal for enemy weapons.
Clearly Synthetic Vision and radar each have limitations that the other could help overcome.
Unfortunately no system exists that combines the best characteristics of each technology in an
intuitive presentation that any pilot can understand.

What we have here, then, is a clear contradiction between radar and ‘synthetic vision’
systems. From the perspective of our contradiction template, the problem can be
described as shown as follows. The physical contradiction relates to systems having either
radar or synthetic vision. The big advantage of radar is the ability to constantly monitor
and update measurements; the big advantage of synthetic vision is the ability to store and
then utilise lots of historical terrain data. Both of these are required in order to then allow
the helicopter (although it could be a wide variety of other applications too) to achieve its
mission safely.
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Fairly obviously, a sensible resolution to the radar-or-synthetic-vision contradiction is to
have a system that comprises and combines the best of both. This is indeed what the
inventors have done. Looking a bit deeper, though, at the accuracy-versus-memory
conflict, we obtain the following advice from the Contradiction Matrix:

As it turns out, the recommended Principles map what the inventors have accomplished
almost exactly: Firstly they make use of global ‘Version 2’ data (Principle 6, Universality),
they then nest (Principle 7) live radar data into their synthetic vision model, achieving the
real-time effect by essentially seeking to identify only those parts of the incoming data that
have changed relative to the database (Principle 37, Relative Change).
Net result? Nav3D's Synthetic Vision technology can help you see...through fog, around
corners, and from a different perspective altogether. Synthetic Vision (SV) combines GPS
and inertial navigation sensors with powerful computer graphics to recreate an image of
the world around you on a display in a mobile environment. Databases describing terrain,
buildings and roads, obstacles, 3D text tags, 2D symbology, and other application-specific
data are brought to life on a 3D display to keep you informed and aware.
The company has recently been bought by Mercury Computer Systems. We think we can
see why. Expect this stuff to be heading to an application near you some time soon.
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Best of the Month – The Future Of Management

The future of management is innovation. So speaks Gary Hamel in his latest tome.
Hamel’s books are always a little like eating Chinese food – you feel full at the end of the
book, but a couple of hours later you’re wondering why you’re feeling hungry again. The
number of calories on offer, in other words, is not high. They taste pretty good though.
Really all this book is about is helping senior management recognize that ‘management’
as a discipline has hit the top of its current s-curve and needs to make a jump to a new
curve. For writing this story alone, however, the book is worthy of our best of the month
award. Hamel definitely seems to have the ear of senior managers, being one of that rare
breed of $100k-a-day, A-list gurus.
As per previous efforts, the book is full of great sound-bites. Here are a couple of
favourites, both of which will warm the cockles of the TRIZ-aficionado heart:
“There’s little that can be said with certainty about the future except this;
sometime over the next decade your company will be challenged
in a way for which it has no precedent.”
“The fact is, that despite its indisputable accomplishments to date,
modern management has bequeathed to us a set of perplexing conundrums,
troubling trade-offs that cry out for bold thinking and fresh approaches.
And when we look forward, we are confronted by a slew of new problems
predicaments and dilemmas that lay bare the limits of our
well-worn management systems and processes.”

It is very nice to see Hamel making this kind of explicit connection between conundrumsolving and innovation. He even makes an attempt to map and uncover some of them.
Don’t expect him to actually present any substantive suggestions, though, for how to go
about resolving such conundrums. As such the book can only really act as a precursor to
any kind of change programme. It is a book that builds and lights a fuse for senior
management. A bit like another book that came out a few years ago ‘The End Of
Management’, one of the biggest hurdles Hamel likely faces is that he is asking senior
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managers to re-inventing the way they design the work inside their organizations. In other
words he is asking people who naturally tend to avoid risks to not just take risks, but to
take risks that could fundamentally re-structure the way a business goes about its
business. The End of Management bombed because – as we predicted in our review at
the time – it revealed that the reader was the problem and few people, especially
managers, like reading home truths like this. Same thing here. Especially as Hamel
provides no safety nets, kind words or comfort to the criticized. Whether Hamel’s bigger
name serves as a big enough prod to senior management remains to be seen. The fuse is
lit, but maybe the new problem Hamel leaves us with in this book is that there is no real
dynamite at the end of the fuse.
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Conference Report – TRIZCON08
The 10th annual Altshuller Institute TRIZ conference was held at Kent State University in
Ohio from the 13th to the 15th of April. Billed as the ‘biggest TRIZ conference of the year’,
in actual fact, with well under a hundred attendees, it looks like it will actually barely make
it into the top five in 2008. As in previous years, the event was divided into two parallel
streams for all but the keynote addresses. 30 papers were presented in total, each being
given a generous hour to present. In some cases an hour is never going to be enough; in
others, 10 minutes would’ve been more than adequate. No change there then. Quality on
the day I attended was decidedly ‘mixed’. Pretty much everything I wanted to listen to
clashed with something else and, because the two presentation rooms were half a mile
away from each other, it was virtually impossible to correct a mistake when you
discovered that you’d chosen the wrong place to be.
On the ‘nuggets’ side of the equation were a couple of neat problems solutions from the
Intel TRIZ team and a very nice examination of ideality in software system design from
good friend Navneet Bhushan.
On the anti-nugget side we had people like James Carlisle inflicting acute awfulness on
the audience. Mr Carlisle’s subject was supposed to be the integration of TRIZ and
DeBono techniques. One of the great advantages of Edward De Bono’s tools is their
simplicity. In this context it is difficult to imagine how it could be possible to teach those
tools incorrectly. Enter James Carlisle and the least coherent explanation of the Six
Thinking Hats it is surely possible to configure. (When delegates start asking questions
like ‘So, how do we decide who wears which hat? What happens when we have more
than six people in the room?’ you have a pretty good indication of a train falling well and
truly off its tracks.)
Other symbolic Carlisle-quotes: ‘has anybody heard the expression ‘thinking out of the
box’?’ and ‘what does it feel like when you’re in a meeting where there is conflict?’ If Mr
Carlisle is a typical example of a certified DeBono trainer, Dr DeBono seriously needs to
re-think his selection criteria. Mr Carlisle, was quite definitely the worst presenter I’ve seen
in a very long time and it is difficult to see how he was given the space to be allowed to
speak at the event.
If Navneet and Mr Carlisle gave us the two ends of a quality spectrum, an awful lot of the
rest of the work sat firmly in the mediocre middle. Robert Adunka from Siemens
disappointed by first presenting a frankly non-TRIZ-like (i.e. rubbish) solution to a not very
complicated problem and then second admitting that he was only at the conference
because no-one from within the company had signed up to his scheduled workshop. If the
case study he presented was an example of the output of one of his sessions then it
shouldn’t be too big a surprise that no-one showed up. Sad. Ditto Ideation acolyte, Ron
Fulbright whose ‘ideality-first’ invention-software for school-kids merely served to
demonstrate how off the mark the Ideation software is and how out of touch Mr Fulbright is
with what 10 year olds think is cool.
Sadly the day two agenda didn’t look much brighter. Reading the papers on the plane
coming home revealed another couple of nuggets in the Intel papers (all in all, including
Amir Roggel’s elegant keynote, Intel presented no less than 7 of the 30 papers) plus an
awful lot of not a lot.
Last year the conference was criticized for the lack of industrial case studies. This year,
nuggets aside, we had exactly the same problem. Except now exacerbated by the
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absence of any real content describing new findings or, heaven forbid, actual research.
Take a bow Larry Smith, Adam Brostow and – most surprising – Zinovy Royzen, who I’m
pretty certain presented almost exactly the same paper as his contribution from six years
ago.
All in all, then, the event felt like an organization in a tailspin. Last year I think I predicted
there may not even be a conference this year. Intel were the only reason I was wrong.
Without their input this would have been a non-event. If they don’t turn up next year, it’s
difficult to see any other company stepping up to the plate. Very sad indeed.
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Investments – Smart Holograms
Since the Nobel-prize-winning physicist Dennis Gabor first unveiled their underlying
principles, holograms have become widely used as authentication tags to deter copying,
and on credit cards, passports, banknotes. They also underpin the technology of
supermarket scanners and CD players. Until recently, however, holograms have been
essentially passive objects. As reported in a recent edition of Physics World, University of
Cambridge Institute of Biotechnology spin-out company ‘Smart Holograms’ has
successfully made the first jump along the ‘smart’ trend. The new "smart" holograms,
which can detect changes in, for example, blood-glucose levels, should make selfdiagnosis much simpler, cheaper and more reliable, write Chris Lowe and Cynthia Larbey.
Patients with diabetes, cardiac problems, kidney disorders or high blood pressure are
expected to be some of the first beneficiaries of the newly productionised hologram
technology.

A hologram is a recording of an optical interference pattern created when laser light shone
on an object is made to overlap with a separate beam of light that does not pass through
the object. When light is shone onto the interference pattern, a 3D image of the original
object is recreated. Traditional holograms, like those on your credit card, are stored on
photo-sensitive materials and remain unchanged with time. Smart holograms, however,
use materials called hydrogels that shrink or swell in response to local environmental
conditions. Such holograms can therefore be used as sensors to detect chemical
imbalances in potentially fatal situations.
Smart Holograms has already developed a hand-held syringe to measure water content in
aviation fuel tanks – necessary because aeroplane engines are liable to freeze mid-air if
there is more than 30 parts water to million fuel. The same ability to detect chemical
imbalances could be used by diabetics to check their blood-sugar levels; by patients with
kidney disorders to check on adrenaline levels; by security forces to detect chemicals like
anthrax after a terrorist attack; or, less urgently but with wide applicability, by glazing firms
to detect whether water has crept in between window panes, something that can cause
long-term structural damage.
As Chris Lowe and Cynthia Larbey write, “Visual images produced by smart holograms
can be made to appear or disappear under appropriate chemical or biological stimuli
which makes them ideal for use in Breathalysers, monitoring heart conditions and for
various security and smart packaging systems.”
With over a dozen patents already to their name, and a whole series of functional
advantages demonstrated (the holograms are virtually impossible to reverse
engineer or replicate; they work in real-time; they are scaleable; they do not require a
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power source; they are ‘format-flexible’ to meet individual requirements; they can be
integrated into packaging labels, fibre optic catheters, sub-dermal implants, for
example; and the manufacturing process is easily integrated into existing supply
chains) the company looks set for a rosy future.

Passive
Material

One-Way
Adaptive
Material

Two-Way
Adaptive
Material

Fully
Adaptive
Material

Looking at the ‘smart materials’ trend, it is also worth noting that the company
already seems to be working towards the third stage of the trend. The latest versions
of the smart holograms are multiplex-able which means that one hologram can be
engineered to react simultaneously to several different stimuli.
Definitely one to keep an eye on. Check http://www.smartholograms.com/index.html
for more details.
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Generational Cycles – Viz
Following on from last month’s look at The Dandy comic, we shift the focus slightly this
month to a uniquely British, uniquely Generation X ‘adult’ comic, Viz. This from the Viz
Wikipedia page:
Viz is a popular British adult comic magazine that has been running since 1979. At its best, the
comic's style parodies the strait-laced British comics of the post-war period, notably The Beano
and The Dandy, but with incongruous language, crude toilet humour, black comedy and either
sexual or violent story lines. It also sends up tabloid newspapers, with mockeries of articles and
letters pages…. Its success has led to the appearance of numerous rivals crudely copying the
format Viz pioneered; none of them has managed seriously to challenge its popularity. It once
enjoyed being the most popular magazine in the UK, but circulation has since dropped to just over
200,000 in 2001 and lower still in subsequent years (from 1.2 million at its 1989 peak). This is
mainly because its comic remit has become broader and its format more commonplace….

Our view is that the circulation has fallen so spectacularly very simply because the comic’s
appeal was so distinctly tuned to the nihilistic Generation X youth. To the current
Generation Y reader, Viz appears crude, negative and pointless. Here’s what the story
looks like in graphical terms:

Viz follows a pattern of a number of other generation-specific comics/magazines – think
for example of Mad, National Lampoon or Creem in the US, or Sounds, Smash Hits and
Jackie in the UK. The characteristic common to all of them is that they are so strongly
associated with a generational archetype that no matter what they try and do to re-invent
themselves, the connection to its original audience cannot be broken. Put another way,
any publication your parents read can’t possibly be cool among your peers.
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Biology – Peregrine Falcon
One of the things peregrine falcons are best known for is their stoop. A stoop is the high
speed dive peregrines make once they have spotted prey. Estimates of speed at the end
of a long stoop have often exceeded 200 mph. Although these estimates may only be
speculative, speeds of over 150 mph have been confirmed. To gain these speeds, the
peregrines initially pull their wings in close to their bodies. As their speed increases one
wing tends to be pushed forwards with the head tucked in to that side while the other wing
is pulled back, this streamlines the bird by minimising the cross section of the bird
presented to the air, in turn minimising wind resistance.

It has been calculated that as a peregrine comes out of a stoop, straightening out to
horizontal flight, it is pulling around 25G. In order to prevent the bird passing out during
such extreme maneuvers due to the potentially high rate of change of air entering through
its nostrils, they have evolved a unique spiralled shape. This solution is consistent with
what the Contradiction Matrix predicts for similar problems in the human engineering
domain. Looking at the nostril close-up, we can see evidence of Principle 17 as well as the
Principle 14 spiral being present.

While this solution and the stooping capability is undoubtedly impressive, the peregrine is
featured this month because recent years have seen the bird evolve a completely different
type of hunting. City-based peregrines it seems have discovered the ability to hunt at
night. They have achieved this feat by exploiting the light from street lights in cities and
towns. The predators, who in the countryside and on the coast generally use cliffs as
nesting sites, are now increasingly using tall buildings including blocks of flats, power
stations and medieval cathedrals as roosts. It is thought that more than 60 towns and
cities, from Truro to Manchester, now hold a pair of peregrines, or single birds. Even busy
London is known to support several pairs.
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Normally, peregrines target day-flying birds such as pigeons, gulls and song-birds,
spotting them from above. Now, thanks to the street-lighting, the birds are able to look up
into the night sky and wait for night-flying migrating birds to become unwittingly illuminated
by the reflected street light glow. They have even been seen catching bats using the same
attack-from-below strategy. These nocturnal hunting expeditions, previously undiscovered
by human observers, were recently revealed by the remains of discarded prey under their
nests and roosts. The story was first reported in a new study in the April issue of BBC
Wildlife magazine.
Ed Drewitt, a peregrine enthusiast interviewed in the report, has spent 10 years collecting
more than 5,000 food items from urban peregrine sites in Bristol, Bath, Exeter and Derby.
Most of his finds are the remains of urban birds, with feral pigeons making up between 40
to 60 per cent of the total. However, Mr Drewitt has also found the remains of non-urban
birds such as water rails, moorhens, corncrakes, jack snipe, quails, and little and blacknecked grebes. He writes: "Some of these are very shy species, usually staying close to
vegetation and diving for cover at the first sign of danger.
"It is highly unlikely that peregrines could catch such elusive birds in their habitual lakes,
ditches and pools. They must be taking them at night, when the smaller birds' journeys to
and from suitable habitats take them over our towns and cities, where they are vulnerable
to aerial attack."
Explaining how the falcons probably do it, Mr Drewitt writes: "Imagine a typical overcast
and cold October evening. An urban peregrine takes up its hunting position on a high
perch and waits, usually until a few hours after sunset. "Once darkness falls, thousands of
birds – grebes, gallinules (moorhens and coots) waders and passerines – will fly overhead
on migration. The lights attract them closer to the city. Staying in the shadows, the
peregrine watches as its targets pass overhead. Dashing out at high speed, the hunter
flies up until it draws level with its prey. If the target fails to react quickly, the peregrine will
swiftly overtake and seize it in its talons. After a successful hunt, the peregrine takes its
prey to a favourite ledge to pluck and eat." The falcons, in other words, are hunting by
looking up at prey flying above them and artificially illuminated from below, rather than
their traditional strategy of looking down on daytime prey illuminated from above.
A zoologist who is a museum learning officer at Bristol's Museum & Art Gallery, Mr
Drewitt, 28, says the peregrine's owl-like behaviour is not just a British phenomenon.
Night-hunting peregrines have been recorded in other European cities from Berlin to
Brussels, and cities further afield, such as New York and Hong Kong.
Here’s what this new solution looks like from a contradiction perspective:

The issue here is the desire for more productive hunting; the thing preventing that being
the lack of daylight. The main strategies on show: 19 (Periodic Action – different hunting
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strategies at different times of day), 24 (Intermediary – i.e. the streetlights), and 17
(Another Dimension – detection from below rather than above).
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Short Thort
A trio of software related quotations from Alan Perlis.
“I think it is inevitable that people program poorly.
Training will not substantially help matters.
We have to learn to live with it.”
“It goes against the grain of modern education to teach students to program.
What fun is there to making plans, acquiring discipline, organizing thoughts,
devoting attention to detail, and learning to be self critical.”
“It is easier to change the specification to fit the program than vice versa.”

You might also like to try substituting ‘problem solve’ (or ‘problem’ in the third quote)
for ‘program’

News
EuroSPI2
With a following wind, we will be presenting a tutorial at the European Systems And
Software Process Improvement & Innovation conference being held in Dublin in
September. Check out http://2008.eurospi.net/ for more details of the event.
TRIZ Future
We have submitted a couple of abstracts for papers to be presented at Europe’s foremost
TRIZ event, this year being held in Enschede, Holland at the beginning of November. The
first paper is on the subject of smart materials; the second will be a joint effort with our
Turkish partner, Yekta Özözer, a shortened version of the Consumer and Market Trends
book we are presently putting together. Hope to see some of you there.
May Bootcamp
All 10 places for our May bootcamp have now been taken. In a bit of an experiment, we
are heading to the remote island of Skomer – no phones, no email, partial electricity (the
generators get turned off at night), and quarter of a million manx shearwater seabirds – for
an intensive SI field-trip. Learning SI in one of the most extraordinary settings in the world,
and working on some of the ecological problems of the island at the same time. We’ll let
you know how we got on in next month’s e-zine.
SABIC STM-8
Many thanks to our friends at SABIC in Saudi Arabia for giving us a slot to present at their
biennial Technical Meeting in Al Jubail. The three day event was attended by over 2000 of
the company’s technical staff, around a 100 of which attended our half-day SI introduction
session. A big welcome to new e-zine readers from the company.
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